Sensitization as a mechanism for multiple chemical sensitivity: relationship to evolutionary theory.
Multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) is a disorder in humans attributed to prior chemical exposure. Sensitization is an amplification of neuronal responsiveness that elicits increased behavioral responding to stimuli, and occurs in a recently developed rat model of MCS. Rats were exposed to repeated formaldehyde (Form) and their response in three behavioral tests, including locomotor activity after a cocaine challenge, conditioned fear, and behavioral avoidance of Form, was assessed. In all three tests, rats demonstrated sensitized behaviors, implicating amplified responding within specific limbic brain regions. Evolutionary theory in the context of MCS specifies how the behavioral strategies of those with MCS are consistent with the notion that their self-perceived sense of survival and reproductive fitness may be threatened by chemical exposures. This behavior may be mediated by the same limbic brain regions that become sensitized after repeated chemical exposure in animals.